SURYODAY TRUST

For Students with Intellectual Disability
(Public Trust Regn. no. E26970 dt. 7.5.2010. Pan no.: AAJTS8871)
Regd Office : 105 Shraddha Shopping Centre CHS, Old Nagardas
Road, Andheri East, Mumbai 400 069 . Tel : 022-26840792
School Address.: Shantinath Avenue, Chakradhar Nagar, Shop no.
1/3/6/7/8,
Near Mahalaxmi Complex, Nalasopara (W), Thane - 401203.
9820339587 / 9821319810 / contact@suryodayschool.org

Vacancy for Special Educator at Suryoday Trust
We have a vacancy for a Special Educator who has worked for 7- 10 years in a special school in Mumbai
and is also technology friendly. The role is as follows :




Individual Education Plan.
o The Special Educator must support in the creation of the IEP through a IT company
which the Trust will identify.
o Roll our the IEP initially to 5 schools and then extend the same to 50 schools in 3
years
o Create a Self sustainable model so that the program can run on its own .
Content Creation which can converted to videos and can be taught across schools.
o Support the School in creation of various teaching modules as per syllabus and
convert them into videos which can be extended to all schools on cost plus model.

Candidate should be from Mumbai ( preferably Western side of Mumbai) and should have qualified
from a good university with 7 – 10 years of teaching experience in Special School and is keen to move
into this role. This is a transformational role as the intent is to convert the manual IEP into automated
IEP which will provide full visibility to Teachers, Parents, Donors and Trustees . This will also help to
understand the children who are doing well and the ones which need more focus and time.
You may send your CV to Sun60iyer@gmail.com . Salary will not be a constraint for the right
candidate.
Regards
Sundar Iyer
Founder Trustee
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